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WHAT DOES AREOPA DO?

AREOPA’s Mission:

Be the leading edge, knowledge and practice provider,
in the field of intellectual capital accounting, creating leverage for our
alliances and “excelleration” in business performance for the
customers we share.
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AREOPA’s FIELD OF EXPERTISE

▪ IC CALCULATION OF ALL IC ASSETS OF COMPANIES & ORGANISATIONS
BASED ON THE “ 4 LEAF MODEL®”
▪ IC ACCOUNTING BASED ON THE “ IICARuS®” MODEL
▪ IC AUDITING ( IFRS & IAS COMPLIANT )
▪ IC APPLICATION AREA’s - in line with the i2® applied knowledge management
concept : capture, store and make re-usable
▪ IC IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS BASED ON THE “ 10 STEP APPROACH “
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AREOPA’s TARGET MARKETS as a knowledge
provider
▪ Areopa sells licenses based on the concept of integrated and aligned
knowledge from our partners in order to create a more substantial value
proposition with our “Certified Areopa Partners“ .
▪ Focus markets :
▪ Commercial market
▪ VC’s , equity funds , fintech , banks , SME’s , knowledge management companies , etc
▪ Large organisations

▪ Academic world
▪ Social economy
▪ Governmental ICC’s , knowledge cities , knowledge plaza’s, etc
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THE CHALLENGES AHEAD
▪ Create a common language between innovative SME’s and financiers = money.
▪ Focus on practicalities and not on strategies. Help the SME’s to get their story right and help the
financiers to translate all the received input into future value projections and risk assements and
make sure they get a right part of the shares for the money they invest.
▪ Make sure that SME’s get the royaltees , equity or other financial compensation for a fair deal, they
should not have to sell 80% of their shares for peanuts to the VC.
▪ Make sure that SME’s spend the money received from the financier ( VC , BA , EF , bank , fintech,
etc ) on new research projects
▪ Make sure that the SME’s are trained in the “10 step approach“ and as such create clearity for the
SME’s and financiers about which services and visions exist and what they can do in order to
achieve their objectives.
▪ Make clear that IC = “AV-costs” and that IC is not “activated costs”.
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What Is Intellectual Capital?
(some illustrations, not definitions)
▪

▪

▪
▪

... the sum of an organization’s
patents, processes, employees’ skills,
technologies, information about
customers and suppliers, and oldfashioned experience ...
... an individual’s accumulated
knowledge and know-how [that] is the
source of innovation and regeneration
...
... ability, skill, and expertise ...
embedded in human brains ...
... knowledge that exists in an
organization that can be used to create
differential advantage ...
(Hugh MacDonald, ICL)

▪

... intellectual capital that has been
formalized, captured, and leveraged to
produce a higher-valued asset ...
(Klein and Prusak)
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The Knowledge Economy Changes the Internal Business
Economics of Enterprises
▪ Financial capital efficiency is being
replaced as success factor by human
capital efficiency (which requires
management to focus its efforts on the
effectiveness of an enterprises
structural capital as the means, to
translate human capital into customer
value)
▪ Increasing number of “disruptive
changes”
▪ Tools required to actively manage the
“purpose” and the strategy, i.e. the
overall “value creating recipe”
▪ Knowledge assets behave economically
different than physical assets:
increasing returns, network effects,
larger risks, changing the business
economics of an enterprise
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An Extension of the Performance Measurement and
Control System is Required
▪ Democratisation of capital markets and
growing influence of institutional
investors as well as the growing
influence of other corporate
stakeholders (employees, customers,
business partners, activist
groups/NGOs ...) (These relationships in
essence become assets)
▪ Performance management and control
system has to focus on all relevant
activities for value creation and for
creating “an effect” and “a difference”
in the market
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Knowledge vs Intellectual Capital
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The Creation Of Organizational Knowledge
▪ A company’s Intellectual Capital or Knowledge base is usually determined as
the sum of its human capital (talent), structural capital (intellectual
properties, methodologies, software, documents, and other knowledge
artefacts), and customer capital (client relationships). These intangible
assets or Intellectual Capital are to a high extent related to relationships with
the customers and suppliers, and with the employees and partners of the
company.
▪ ... Refers to the capability of an organization as a whole to create new
knowledge, disseminate it trhoughout the organization and embody it in
products, services and systems (Nonaka & Takeuchi)
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Karl-Erik Sveiby’s Model on the Methods for Measuring
Intangibles
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The Four Approaches for Measuring Intangibles
▪ Direct Intellectual Capital methods (DIC): Estimate the $-value of
intangible assets by identifying its various components. Once these
components are identified, they can be directly evaluated, either individually
or as an aggregated coefficient.
▪ Market Capitalization Methods (MCM): Calculate the difference between a
company’s market capitalization and its stockholders’ equity as the value of
its intellectual capital or intangible assets.
▪ Return on Assets methods (ROA): Average pre-tax earnings of a
company for a period of time are divided by the average tangible assets of
the company. The result is a company ROA that is then compared with its
industry average. The difference is multiplied by the company’s average
tangible assets to calculate an average annual earnings from the intangibles.
Dividing the above-average earnings by the company’s average cost of
capital or an interest rate, one can derive an estimate of the value of its
intangible assets or intellectual capital
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The Four Approaches for Measuring Intangibles
▪ Scorecard Methods (SC): The various components of intangible assets or
intellectual capital are indentified and indicators and indices are generated
and reported in scorecards or as graphs.
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The Fundamental Dilemma
▪ The main problem with measurement systems is that it is not possible to

measure social phenomena with anything close to scientific
accuracy
▪ All measurement systems, including traditional accounting, have to rely on
proxies, such as dollars, euros, and indicators that are far removed from the
actual event or action that caused the phenomenon
▪ This creates a basic inconsistency between manager’s expectations, the
promises made by the method developers and what the system can actually
achieve and makes the systems very fragile and open to manipulation
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What could it mean for the Accounting World?
▪ The importance of Intellectual Capital and Intangible Assets, the immaterial
value of companies such as relationships with business partners, brand
awereness (customer/partner capital) and the ability to innovate (e.g. R&D
capital), but also the ability to multiply knowledge within the organization
(structural capital), has greatly increased in the last two decades.
▪ Financial accounting and traditional management instruments are not able to
capture these new values and report on them.
▪ What is needed is an enhanced concept for corporate reporting and new
management tools that will enable companies to manage these new drivers
in a systematic way.
▪ This should enhance the capability of investors to better understand the
value and the potential of the hidden intellectual resources of an enterprise
in order to make better judgements about its capabilities to perform in the
future.
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International Accounting Standards (IAS)
IAS 38 Intangible Assets
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International Accounting Standards (IAS)
IAS 36 Impairment of Assets
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Intellectual Capital Calculation
Building Blocks – Elements/Phenomena
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Areopa’s 4-Leaf Model
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Managing Growth – Costs lead to Increase of IC, Increase
of IC leads to Revenue
€

D IC

Revenues
Costs

0.86

Correlations
0.84

0.16

NO Correlation

t
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Areopa’s Intellectual Capital Calculation
Example – Non Structuralized Human Capital
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Areopa’s Intellectual Capital Calculation
Example – Non Structuralized Human Capital
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Areopa’s Positioning on Karl-Erik Sveiby’s Overview
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